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A formal lecture livered in Spring, 

For the next hour I am going to lecture on a largely 

autobiographical, whose hero is a· charlatan and e 

therefore the same. 11his is hot my own but the author's on 

himself e will therefore be an enquiry into the 

nature of the essential charlatan-- an enterprise spi 

and tradition of Plato's 

The work I shall deal th is a s , a novella. 

'l'hornas Mann, called "Death in Verti . 11 or more 

Death Venice''" that is to • 
0 The Death Appropriate to Venice 

Mann considered this in ce res pee his most success-

ful work, a talli on of all s artistry~ 

Having begun in so deprecating a manner, I ought fi 

give reasons why this is worth e s 

The first and general reason es Mann•s command words 

Let mP. make a claim for just as, rplexed by some 

event in one's life. say the advent of p one might go 

to a classical for help in mastering the matter. so when 

overw}1P.lmed by certain subtle and complex riences of civiliz 

moderni , one might read Mann in. gain an apt and prec e 

language, a·language with which to ineate and SU·Ch 

ences. This descriptive use of H 
--· eros in in Mann's 

phrase --i this courting of things in language, seems 

Mann's primary excellence, 
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The story 1s set du 

one 

cons ers the d 
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1st s use • a crisis 

ence" .. s was once 
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s both 

he 

used 

to describe the modern situat on, and its ~o out of use~ s, I th1 

a p.;n that the mode it designates has become our " nature" --

s had to be the poet's 

In Mannts use, de 

ent on one s t the 

a er 

by reason s 

s to s~ 
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recPived goods havP lost their savor, that thPre is irritRbili and 

boredom with the forms of li of thP community, a feeling that time 

must be killed, and a consequent search for relief .i.n thP. forms of 

excess or perversion--in short a permanent sort of cri.sis. 0 Deca-

dence" has. , the property that the 8. t tempt of triose 

caup-ht up in this condition to overcome it. which attempt rni?ht be 

called "reactionary decadence; 11
' nearly always t.::-;tkP.s thA form of a 

kind of brutality, be it exuberant or mean. 

The novella is, th~refore, timely not MPrely in the sense of 

being f.irmly sited in its own era, but also in t:1i:~ s~nse of 

courageously attemnting to come to grips with mo'"Jern.i. ty--our own 

modernity--itsAlf. 

Having given these three reasons, which are really ti11 .. pe main 

facets of Mann's artistry, I must im::iediate1;y ~rn.y t!iat thPy are e-

~ually the ingredients of his charlatanism-~for to be nn artist is to 

be· a charlatan--so says Plato, so Nietzsche, 8.nd. so, a::> we s rlall 

see, said Thomas Mann. 

I shall now proce to trace out in more rlet8il th~ m~nner of 

Mann's artistry as it appears in the novella. 

Death in Venice is, in Mann's term, a .. prep-r1ant 0 work--it was 

to achieve this pregnancy that hP pave it thr compact novPlla form. 

It is a work fraught with r'leaninv. Bnrl this burden takP::; '."·1 pPcu1i ar 

form, thP form of references. It is a novPlln. of refi:::·renr't) and 

reminiscence which fairly incites the reader to 8 scl1olarlv hunt 

through thP Europ~a.n tradition. 

ThesP references belnnp· to a number o:f ne pa rate Ly u i. ::::l'.;~~rni ble 

snheres, mingled but not blended, I sha11 procr--1 r'd to vi vc .... a very 

much curtailed review of the chief spheres. 
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of all, thA sphere. The 

tav von chi , and~ in a m:a .. nner of speaking, 

character the 

biography the style 

, has9 as we are told in an introductor~ 

·an entry into a poets' Who's Who, a for-

GP.rman father and has chosen Munich as his e mother anfl a N 

residence, all just like Mann himself. In thA cataloguP of Aschen-

bach's wo is not onP which rlid not evPntu~l have a count-

erpart i.n Mann's writings 1 "mL~hty prose t::"pic on th!!? 11. fe of 

Fred ck of Prussi 11me an essay called "Frederick and the 

Great Coaliti ; 0 P novelistic tapestry 'Maja' by nam€H, ·rn we11· 

as thP ory called "A tchu later ber-arne pa-· t o:f Doctor Faustus 1 

and ·extensive notes a --significantly unwritten--essay on nspirii 

anii A , a attributed to Aschenbach anti said to have been com-

pared serious judges with Schiller's essay "On ~aive anrl Senti-

mental Poe , are preserved in Mann's notebooks. But of chief 

importance the biographical sphere is the inn0r histo of chen .. 

bqch, the crisis i.n his working life, of which More be said 

later. ann which, up to -t~hP fatal outcome, p3.ral le ls Mann's own in 

1911. Mann once r~marked of GoPthe's partially autobiogr·aphical 

hero in that it is ·t.yp.ic:Jl of poets tha·. 

thP 

bi 

die young and 

ical · PmP,nt, then, 

is not te the po as poet. 

1rhe limits of' the 

the sober· trutr-1 that thP poet a:s 

A sphere is what might be called thR set-

ting of the novella, e sign and symbol is a ut)iquitous hotel 

manager with Fr•~nch tails and French tongue. voluble and agi His 

is the intP.rna ti. .luxury hotel wn.ich is the scene of ch en 

bach's s catastrophiQ adventure ~f th~ soul, thAt di 

bus on devoted- to the refined ca"·e of _strange.rs, with 
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atbanti , Fa.r and Near, arci1i cturally and Btmospher-

ical a 

Romant latter-d 

fraupht with memories, 

itual gPography are melanc 

Now ium is a favorite setting 

Gre?ece, artful, conspirator18.l, 

So the· coo i.m:l.tes of Mann's spi.r-

North• tf1e decadent Sonth, the 

lustful and the rational West. 

Next a "Protestant" sphere is discernible. Mann oncP commented 

on Death in Venice that "the character of tne whole is, after all, 

rather Pro.testant than antique,.. In this passage the term ••Protes-

tant0 has for Mann no particular theological connotation--rather it 

refers to what is sometimes called an .. ethos .. , a circle of moral 

meanings grouped around the name of Frederick thP Great r.rnrl Prussia. 

Thus chenbach's morality has but one catevo 1··ical. imperative, uen-

d \l r anc It is an et hi cs of the " des pi tr· .. , of n chi eve m 0 n t des p .it~ 

"sorrow, poverty, loneliness, weaknPss of body, nassion, and a 

thousand hindrances"; it is a kind of K~nti.anism of d0cqdRnce, Its 

saint is St. Sebastian, dear to Aschenbnch, who di:-~ plays 11 prace under 

tortureH (and. is, incidentally, thi=i saint of t.t1e r.J.ague) 8.nd its hero 

.is Frederick, a ruler whom Mann see$ as a m8gn .i.cent.l.y ma.Li ci ous 

.demon, a being of inc ible indus spurred on by a cold and luck-

less passion. chenbach's Fredericianism i~ a pasRion for 

mastery which arises from a ••thoroughly pesnimistic rr~lat.i on to 

passion itself. So Aschenbach, born i.n Schleswle, the plovince 

Frederi conauered for ia, will fall prey to ~tne reve0ge of 

subjugated ling. H 

There is a second t to whn t J\ll::::in ... ·1 m.r..:.ans by •• stant ism", 

p 0 culiarly German aspect, whir:"!' thr"'·'~' ~.~~ n.o word in 

English, except that i.t is iblP. simply 't.0 Uf:.lP t.hri Gerrn<?ln word 

which ca.n be transcribed as ninne iness 0
• In .its context the 
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comes literal h;y means of a dream, tfl.P dream of tt1P i.nv~1sion of 

thP ian Di But dreaming is the activity of is on and 

marked by thP preponderance of the inner worlii over· external .. 

Similarly the si e Aschenbach is indicated by his speaking only 

to icials onnel" '3.Dd that in the 0 We1:.:;h'' tongue, Whi 

he more and more himse German itse disappears from 

thP. scene as the plague spreads through Venice arid Aschenbach's 

countrymen leave e he enters into a cons pi nlcy of silence 

with corrupt v~netian officialdom to the fact: of thP p.ts.gue 

so tr.at th~ boy without whom he cannot live wi1.1 renu3in in Ven.ice, 

anrl from this a~ises his ultimate anti-political drAam of social 

. chaos, in which ~verything is possiblP, 2.nr
1 which ,:~nrls in thf?. dis-

appearance of all mankind but himsPlf and the boy. 

t another group ~f rences are those ~0ntered the 

name- The imitation of Goe was a ma,ior fact of l\IIr:irm's 

f e as a ter •r he no v e 11 a w hi ch tu r·n e d i n to fl t:<'l th in V (rn ice, was . 

to be about lovt'.~ of the sevr,n cy-thrPe year 

old Go for a seventeen year old girl, an epi.sode. by WPans of 

whi Mann meant to illustrate the theme of any µor~t
1 

s nat pro-

pPnsi ty for indigni Mann r m::d e a riota ti on t the entry 

in hi8 notebooks about s a.ffai y· i.s bec.':)mP-
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The of se I desi 

elf much s 

cu revo 

8 

ful a.no undi.p-nifiBd case of 
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of po tical revo 

volt, in his manner 

as the pri.ma inproving a ivit:y, t.n.L~ re· .. 

speaking of ~rtful music against literate 

logic. of 1ess depth against expla.riatory rheto c, of complex 

mysticism against crude cl ~ It means the prArogative of pas-

sion in its remote pathological forms, and it is essentially sub-

mission to and.even a search for. what already is and always was, 

especially for death. Such romanticism ~ight be called decadence 

in its inner aspect--in Mann's view a specifically German dPcadence. 

Music is its characteristic art, because it i.s at once most 

exact anrl most inarticulate, most exacti and most indulrent, most 

artful an~ most licentious. Aschenbach. who is given the high-

browed physiognomy of the romant composer Gustav Mahler,-is a 

writer of prose in the city of music, that is, a man of form in a 

ci of dissolution. His relation to the boy 'ractzio is ess~ntially 

"musical" in the.romantic senses the sound of the boy 0 s undecipher-

able Polish tongue strikes him as music, he hears his name at first 

as "Adgi , a. reminiscence of that 0 unbelievnbly o1d-fashionPd
0 

adagio which Nietzsche describes as enchanting him on his last night 

in Venice. And at the scene of Aschenbach's death on th0 beach of 

Venice, a black cloth, thrown over an unattended camera, flutters 

in the winri, a reminiscen~e of the black flag planted on the beach 

in the first version of .the last act of T.ris}an, thP flag in which 

Tristan enshroucts himself to die. Parts of Tristan were s~ored in 

Venice, and. of course, himself died thPre. 

Although Mann did know it un tll latE:'r, in the yen rs ~ ust 

before 1912 Maurice Barres had written an t:ssay called 01.the Death of 

Veni • which is largely a catalogue of rom<;rtic. pilgrimages to the 

decomposing romantic Mecca, and which ends with these words 

ocean rolls on in the night and its waves 1n breaking orchestrate 
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of 
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sion Appearances and reminders of 

·and ·are interwoven with th8 d 

sion Tadzio, who is typically seen a-

sea. In particular, there is 8. recurring 

th a death's head physiognomya the 

chenbach the portico of the funeral 

chapel in Munich, the "c director•• of a c21 utain with whom Aschen-

bach, boarding the cavernous black for Venice, signs a. 

Faustian contract, the outcast gondolier who ferri.es him--in a swim-

ming coffin--to Lido, the balladeer who, spreading fum~s of dis-

1nfectant, sings a a-producing laughing song, while ch en-

bach sits sipping pomegranate juice (the pomegranate being a symbol 

of the underworld)' the presence of Tadzio. Each of these 

a yellow piece of clot a.s the sign of the "smouldering ugline 

of sirkness and, in particular, of the Indian llow cholera which 

will be. the physical cause of Aschenbach 11 s death. 

But aside from these occurrences thin the text, the theme of 

death is its tacit •. As Aschenbach app·t·oaches Venice by 

sea, recalls an 0 melancholy and enthus.iasti poet 0 

had once approached the ci by the same route, and he recites some 

of his poetry himse This unnamed predeces~rnr .is August von 

Platen, a romant r antiqui and of boys. and a poet of 

stri It is easy.to conjec what poAm Aschenbach is 

thinking of. It is a called "TristA.n° and h:::i s t ilese c ing 

liness 

looked on his A 

s 
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ch means "dissembli whi 

~. in the Plr.1tonic dial , an 

1.rony0 hr-; means Soc s• 

It is not Socrates is 

ing to know he in tact 

that the not to know is its 

ed of i.gr10rance--so that 

r than hides superiori It 

the romantics abs.traeted--a cer-

recurse, a sense of ho1ding oneself a1 

and ·above conversation. Th0y combined with this ~ttitude, or 

sourcelt the ea the human bAin~ as a "se 

or n 

found as 

,ject 0 a "s or a j 1s meant an ori~inal source 

representations, or more simply of all exper·i0n~Pt exac 

as someone, inevitably, says in seminar tt:at "everytt1ing is sub-

jectivP-0
• From such absolute subjectivi they drew thR sense of a 

ch t to hov r: )" above is sues 11 of res-pons 

play 

i is thus a 

nothingnes 

seen as thR 

Of thA 

·t:hose i 

li and obligation, ·a 

creations of one• s own tholl{,.ht. R 

e • .. infini ly deUcate pl 

's words and is ·therefore easily 

i of art in ted an externalized 

~ect, which is 

anrl recogni 

on 3c;cord to no es 

itself In the romRntic voe 

c 

ula the complement of i ica-

on of the self with i own c ions. 

This must place to interject on<:r- ::-:if.~i'.'.:1 in n bri.r-·f ci rcum-

scri on term n a. term B o 1 rd i. n p i::m s :1 b 1 e to the d is -
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CUSEt.1.tm of ithf cun-

I me8n chi dren of l ages en-

excitation and ~xpress of the ions. 

romantics t in whom--1 n.m us i Mann's 

is supplemen ~normous 

from his e~rn s L~m i fi c 

H "The roman-Li. hP says, "is coun-

on, t U rature .... the ss 

as t imism rat i. () m~ 1 ;.j c t j 0 n • n 1r spe-

cial .it s e emotional ov~r. r·Pason, even 

in i di iac j n ic on, bri 

it a i. and .immense f ru 1 t fu.1 re ion to 

si •• For Mann, ism is, en essentially 8 counter-

i to optimistic rationalism, 

that , to the of science, Nhjch defines a 

c of on, does so wU ful.ly. >1 rt l.ly, and qel 

consc The romantic is the we 

call "thr:i 

.fo 

d 

Wi 

It 

hovering is 

es• and it ·is c 

in what I s 

seems to me of 

y charac s c 

cism Mann'~3 u.i has the 

notion aloo P.SS or 

t l.y t y pi ca l 0 f th n j ro n 5 st 

thi nkingu, a v~n'i~:1 ti on of 

c l i n i ca l i n tt?. t • ~~ st s n c e i t i s 

(Of courst=i, it mi argued 

consequence of th~ V:n·· consti ion 

of the •. I shall re disre possibility as unlikely 

nam.es h s of 

Mann appropr 



Schopenheuer~ and Ni sche-.... and it ls 1n res ct to po 
' . ' . . . 

ities that might be extracted from them that Mann abso 

ing, Among e, Schopenhauer is most tacitly in the background; 

the only explicit reference to him.. Mann himself h8d planned· a novel 

by that name and. his notebooks explain the connection of the title 

th Schopenhauer's eil the Ma,ia 111
1 the web of illusion of iso-

la ti on and appearance in which we are caught. rrhe nove 1 was to set 

out an interpretation of desi r·e 11 in particular thP desire of the weak 

for "life", that is for those.who have health anrl beauty, as en-

tanglement of the isolated individual in the ·•veil. of Maj , and 

was to pres the artist's mission as the double one P-xposing and 

preserving the illusion. The polarity here is that of life, that is, 

hale and hearty mere stence, as opposed to deprivat5.on and desire. 

ThP "Nietzschean" polarity b~comes eiplicit toward the end of 

the novella, in the fifth and t chapter. Whereas the fourth, 

central, chapter presided over by Apollo--it berins with a descrip-

tion of the dawns of days spent within sight the sunlit Tadzio, 

the sun-god's ascPnt his chariot, and the beach--the fifth 

It contains an exact and _and final chapter is dominated by Di 

lengthy description, in the tradi on 'fhucydides and Lucre us, 

of the invasion and cciurse of th~ plague, Indian cholera, which 

is insidiously wasting V ce and which forms the background of 

chenbach's growing illicit passion for the Polish boy. 1rhen comes 

a night in which Aschenbach has a-dream of .the oreiastic ent 

Di into Greece and his own soul, which dream constitutes his 

internal catastrophe and thP beginning of his end. The source of 

thA two FOOS which dominate chapt~rs is Nietzsche s 
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e this important change--

has ~ome t~A d 

Sentimental Poe the work which • together with its author 

ment d by name novella, namely when Aschenbach•s essay on 

" is said to be comparable to it. That essay, which 

to write himself was to be, in the words the no-

vella. a of "antithet eloquence'', and Mann's extensive notes 

list the ses" ich it was to deala Jpir and Nature, 

Spirit and 1 C , Will Representation, and many 

more. so and so mutually involved that Mann's largest 

c tical attempt was intell~ctually doomed from the beginning 

the very excess of polar opposites. The object of the essay was to 

be to save the artist from the imputation laid upon him by Nietzsche, 

of being a charlatan enslaved to the HQlympos of Illusion", es-

tablishing a type "literateur" who would be free of such enslave-

ment, a dignified moral er ic of his times, a man of llect and 

psychological insight. which such a writer is 

invented only to be shown to doomed to exposure and struction 

must have made this enterprise morally impossible for Mann. 

It was Mann s furthermore to set off this moJern 

.. imenta1•• against g_ na poet who might perha1)s be 

healthier and nobler but would not be so much a man of the times 

Let me here expla iefly what ~Sc.hiller rn<:nns by "naive 0 and, 

esp~cially, by the word "sentimentaJ.". The senti~ental pbet•s con-

cerns are sentiments rather than objects of nature; he reflects on 

ss received; "'subject ... , while the una ~· poet, 

such as Homer. who is for Sch the naive p-0et 

s out nature. that , nat objects, in shining sculptural 



( '• ,, ti on 

st ti on ly c:o t 

--the anc s being na.ivG 

tending.to what is g by nature, and t moderns ua 

ject ", name to s Now, the founder of 

man Romanticism~ on his part identif d the l er-

dist icaln u with nanc 0 

erject that Goethe whom Mann's 

def ism was clearly d, in his 

identifies the class 1 with the 

) 

re a of grouping of terms--na s 1, 

anc on one hand and ic, rn on o-

r, ich the novella as s most specific 

· latter group circumscribes a notion wh h plays a ing 

the not The source of / 

a capital A ist, is, for Mann not primarily one 0 

possesses art, namely c or a man whose ultimate 

preoccupati the cond ions themselves of his produ6tion3 

·The novella, turns centra about the relations of the sent 

mental, modern ject, the artist, to his oppos e pole, 

the naive and c 1 ject of nature, ich is there 

appropriately and te presented the guise of antiq 

. just as the is second-hand and modernized so 

ist of the nove faces is not an ob ct of rjat con-

ceived as s own be t but a product of 

the boy is des er as 8. statue, whose language 

music, and s said, a thought d hopenhauer, to be 

t a u w which darkly act 



to ct is d 

decadent artist s confrontat with o. l 

of 

With a s inept , for which one h~rdly knows whe-

ther to laugh or to cry & the proponent of thi;3 problem presents him-

self under the guise 

As. always Mann from modern prototypes: he has in mind 

not only the 1 ing, disintegrating Socrates of Nietzsche's 

_espec the Socrates of Hoelderl 's poem 

the same name l s of ich are twice paraphrased the 

novella are1 nHe who has thought most deeply, loves what is 

most alive, and in the the se man bow:3 to the beautiful 0 

But Mann did also read two Plat on dialogues while ~1t work on 

_...,.,.;,.;;;;.i;;;...;;..;;;;;.;;;..=• especially SocrJ,,tes speech, the novella, the 

pens to be directed 

hap-

i t self. , and the dialogue 

Mann s use of what he read the dialogue isf as always, t 

oughly parodistic, that is say the text. as in the case of 

Schiller, Schopenhauer, and Nietzsche, serves aG an occas for 

mimicry and reminiscehcei not fbr responsible appropriation. fact 

one might say that Plat references in the novella contain no-

ing but external allusions to the dialogues and that to explicate 

the differences be to set out a new modern opposition to su-

pe the classical one of philosophy and poetry 9 namely that of 

ph osophy and Art in the sense before ibed--and it is possible 

to better contexts than this for that enterprise. Howeverp it 

does seem to me was ·in some way sensitive to the Platen 

text, s e there are ce in sal points which he quite particu-

and sure-hande reverses 

The passages in question are Aschenbach s two soliloquies, 

ac dged Mann to be the centerpieces of the work in wh he 

/ 



apostrophizes Phae 

the f occurs in the Apollon fourth 

writer, r fluence of the ironist's enthusiasm 

c of himse ' 
raises the setting of the Platonic but still 

Phaedrus plane and the outside the walls of Athens. 

There Socrates is made to c drus, the wise man the iful 

youth, and the courtsh consists of instruction concerning des 

and fhis is an adaptat of that part of Socrates• recan-

tat ion the ......-...,;;;...;;....;;;;;..;....;:;.;;.;;;;;.. 
which describes the behaviour of the temperate 

and the intemperate r of beauty. including an adaptation of 

Socrates' def ition of beauty as the sole and only one ~mong the 

beings of the realm beyond which can become visible, that is, 

as visible form. 'l1he passage closes with a reference by the romantic 

Socrates to the to "that perhaps most tender and most 

thought eYer thought" by means of which the enthusiast seeks 

to save his superiority and his dignity--the passage in which Phaedrus 

himself claims that, the 

passes the beloved. 

The second apostrophe 

already infected Aschenbach 

, filled as he is with divinity, sur-

spoken by the cosmetically rejuvenated, 

the n iac" fifth chapter. 

begins by, once more characterizing beauty as vis divinity and as 

such "the way of the sensual man, the way of the artist to the spirit" 

and proceeds to set out the nproblem 0 of the novella, the problem of 

• It· is not the question "what is beauty" Ui::tt concerns the 

sentimental Socrates but the problem beauty poses "artistu, 

which was expressed by the. lines from the poet Platen quoted abovei 

He who has looked on beauty with his eyes, 
Is in the h~nds of death. 

•· '""·" 

This problem, wh is very much an autobiographical one might 

'-3.lso be called ,problem ''the two abysses". Aschenbach, l 



himself, said to have in his youth "problemat and 

uncondit Mann me&ns that he indulged in the uncom-

promis , dogged, me pursui t 

such ins s as lead to exposure mot s, the doubting of 

talent, the , in short that he pursued such knowledge 

as consist.s 

called "ana 

through" or •• up" things and is 

But these sharp and bitter insights lose 

the charm and begin to be lt as an abyss of dissolute and."inde-

psychologismi•. Aschenbach turns away from them in middle age 

as havi~g and conferring no dignity experiences what he terms 

the of a reborn na But in the senti~ental poet this 

new na , th moral·resolve to abjure psychology, takes the fo~m 

of a class ism of 

results in a "moral 

It is in th c 

thoroughly formalist 

his private life, 

' a ~ simpl , 3.nd symmetry•• wh 

ion of the world ... a moral rence 

ion of ing under the discipline of a 

class ism accomp~nied by a strict in 

emptiness his inner life invaded 

and t~e second abyss opens. For the master of classical form Bees 

a of art which is 

come a "na " arti 

with it and the f ormali 

quired. naivete has no 

devastation. --I am 

"we poets ••• are not capable 

real of his own efforts to be-

because it is sh and ings 

poet the "second''., that is ac-

substance i th to withstand his 

from the second Phaedrus apostrophe-

rising, only o.f straying••"' In other 

, for the poet the novella, because he knows no lovable 

sdom B..nd has no love of wisdom, "the of the ist 

to the Sp tt which leads through sensual beauty. that is, through 

visible Sp ' is viable; the poet's Eros precise reverses 

ic ion the it is not a raising a de-

meaning motion. not the road not viable ( is 



may be the sB..me thing) its terminus is lift pi:::rfec.tly 1.mcirourn .... 

SCJ~ibed-·- is i.nd ion of what is meant by 

Let me read ~ last quotation. MThe masterly bearing of 

style is a lie and a foolery, our fame and honor a farcet ·the trust 

of the_ crowd in us highly l~ughable. and the education of the people 

and the ung through art a risky undertaking which is to be forbid-

den." 

rrhese. words are from Plato's Republic but from the second 

Phaedrus apostrophe in Death in Venice. This is what Mann. perhaps 

in the end not so inappropriately, allowed Socrates to say about 

wear c &• ... t me summar the reason for his condemnation: artist 

is a man of form and his form, or rather formalism, has a false re-

lation- to the passions. 

I have, in turn, tried to show what the elements of the artist's 

forms, of his artistry; are and what the vices of virtues 

might , such that th~y impose on us and can be called char~atanism. 

Let me summari7.e them also, 

There is Mann's linguistic virtuosity, his way of using words. 

Aschenbach makes nine attempts to describe Tad~io. to render his ap-

~earance in words~ only to reali~e that this descriptive use of 

words, which Mann somewhere calls "Eros in the logos•• is forever 

in~dequate, and is. in fact, a hopeless enterprise. Nor are Aschen-

bach9s words for human communication--perhaps the most telling re-

versal Mann's use Of the Platonic Phaedrus is that a dialogue 1 

ich deals with rel~tion of eras and rhetoric sugge~ts to h 

that the writing Socrates has no way to form and con-

by logos. and that not a word ever passes between him 

and the Venetian Phaedrus. 

Then there is Mann's mode of parody, a way of battling decadence 
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s occur to provide moments 

d to elic a pre- react 

to· is called _. it-motifn Wagnerian con-

is us manner of disposing of issues and 

nove ich he his H u --.a use s 

rms and playing with these 

the n 

as I an apology Mann and the 

Mann prided himse , rightly, on his 

ich saw--and he saw 

novel was problem of -.;;.;;.;.;;.;;~.;--.--..-..;;;...;;.;..;;..,;;,,.;-..--• 

seems to me to one of most c and recur-

one that to to 
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deeper impl .. To it another 
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s 

heart is 
When I 
You 

ss, to mine; 
you seem to move 

a.t a 
I sense which you pray. 

sadness that is in 
Is there no as when 
In are 
You no warmth; 
You yearn 

at my caress; when 
I answer, one love s, 

of blossoms once 
, the weep to see 
then come, rest with me 

Greene 



Loverq' Walk, in Snow, in the N 

The 
1 

fierceness of our words 
Has made us pause; and like the wounded, we 
Must rest from inflicted the swords 
We wield, each at the one we know should be 

lest to us and most gen loved. 

We stand here hard, as if we lance 

Our souls, in the hate of love. 
But now our startled eyes have met; the glance, 

A look , grant closer love, 

Has ; we touch hold hands. 

The moon has risen ent , from white 
·ro whi in the crystal, breathless n t .. 
But come: the winter air is chills. 
Our love will hurt aud heal us as it wills. 

reene 
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and the 

ways of the same 

cizes the account of HYL~L,~i 

sati of 

more 

The first of of the 

of 

and suggests 

It a.lso 

suggests another more 

Slts . this note are 

deals with the measurement of Measuring 1 to 

' 1 

between a multitude and 

o between some number 

it is 

unit 

to be the of a 

that is the same as the 

) 

I do not think either this of measuring 1 

of numbers is 

this 

account of or the ied 

When I think of .a 

of the 

is 

1 

much II 

its 1 

be 

of its 

of the table as 

bears to one. What I 

into 

external to the • The. 0 

"Of it seems 

its l is 

The 

the But 

1 feet. 

feet long, l do not think of 

the same ratio to the unit 

is that the of the 

to the other to some other 

-feet-nessn of the table the 

to me to be something that as 

11 in" the ' 
it 

may be said, in addition, to 

the e ratio is a consequence 



. 1)f i~ inaoouratat its account 

of' .must also, since the one s assimil~ted to 

And @ When I hB, vo counted a 

group eggs I do the I have come up 

say twelve, is a ratio between the eggs I have ed and the unit 

egg is the same aa the between and one,.. (P ) 

What I that the of eggs is into twelve items, 

each to one another and to the egg which is 

and whi as in the 

I am to what shall be what not be 

The twelve" of1t-he eggs is in the of eggs; it is 

not a 

In measure for the fa]se definitions 

of and is its use of the word 

The word 0 numbers 0 is used througho11t the first chapter 

sometimes as if it could refer to of a certain which can 

enter ratios and can have the same ratio to one another that a 

can·have to one of the units in it@ 

there 
kinds but 
eggs and 

But s 

between things of 
the same , between eggs 

numbers and numbers. (P~ ) 

"numbers" is no sooner than it is 

denied in of another one: 

~~·-~·~~·~, it is the system of 
carry "in our heads"; 

wherever there are 
is 

a dozen eggs as 
(P 

This nmore strict" 

as much a 
their 

I-8 

word 

characteristic" of a group, is 

, however to mean a 

mentioned to be 



in th~ very same in which it is s~id that 

sties th~y are spoken of as things 

eggs a one-to-one corre can be set up. (pp I 8-' 

these two uses of the 11 number 11 are radically distinct is 

clear from the fact that al though one might be able to :1peak of two 
'· 

numbers as a ratio to one another, one could never 3ay that two 

characteristics had a ratio to one another. A further absurdi results 

since this of .we do count come up with 

a Or if we a third sense of (ratio) is added 

to compound the confusion already caused the at.her two. 

Let me suggest that numbers are neith~r sties of 

things nor things nor ratios between things but rather groups 

of things. By this the nnumber books" of th·~ 

propositions about groups of things from considerations of place 

time, color, , shape, and individual multiplici have been 

prescinded. This is can be represented there 

lines; all that is is individuali and relative size. 

To count a number, multitude, or collection, then, is to determine 

which one of predicates, e.g. two, three or fo~r, each associated 

with a sound in a certain order, "two", "three", "four" to e 

of it. What to a given multitude will be determined 

matching the items in the multitude, sure they are all as much 

the same as one another as required, one-by-one with the individual sounds 



associated with the predicates and repeated ::ln the propi'~r order .a ( TJ1e 

proper the from the proper order a.mo:ng 

the predicates .and has no necessity; there is no reason that I 

can see why the by could not be signified by 

"four" and ) When the individuals the collection have been 

-exhausted, the to the multitude wilJ. be signified by 

the sound 

There is nothing remarkable about this procedure: anyone with a 

"counter" in his hand need only push it every time another individual ts 

included in the tally and, at the end, read off the name of the predicate 
l'. 

belonging to the multitude he has just counted. The procedure, in fact, 

is fundamentally akin to that involved in determininr what predicate should 

be asdgned to any subject: reason seeking and fi.ndinf her own children. 

To measure a length is to determine what pred:i.0ate to apply to that 

. length when it considered as divided into parts each cqu.-:.1.l to some other 

external length. Because the items in a "length eolled.ion •t are apparently 

continuous with one another instead of, as in a collection of egt:s, discrete, 

"counting" this kind of collection will require that that whi.ch separates 

the individuals from one another, the principle of fodividua.l distinctness 

and, therefore, individual being and knowabiJ.ity - J.et us call it the 

gnomon* - will have to ·be introduced foto the "collection" from the spatial 

outside. The genesis and consequent intelligibility of the individual 

units which be counted is precisely what a.lignl:~"lf; a ruler alongside an 

object to be measured accomplishes. 

(In the case of counting, the gnomon remains outside each individual, 

but non-spatially. Its principle ot" cotmta.b1lit~y, that 1Jj' virtue of \.Jhfoh 

each one ''counts" as one 01· whatever is being co1mt.ed, Lo., its "being-an-egg' 
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is it at same time intimc~te one with 'it. Some 

are to be in law books For law are 
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e.g., citizens, t states of emergency, etc. 
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continuous col 
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